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Welcome to TNW Basics, a collection of tips, guides and tips on how easy it is to get most of your gadgets, apps and other things. Google has just added a few useful features to its cross-platform Chrome browser, so you can easily beam text, links, and even open tabs between your
desktop and Android mobile devices. It's a piece of cake, but there are a few simple things to do before you can start copying things across. Set-up you will need to log in to the same Google account, and have a version 79 browser installed on all your devices. To make sure you got it on
Android, pop into Google Play, head to My Apps and Games, and update Google Chrome from there. If the app is not included in the list, it is likely to be updated automatically. On the desktop, click on the menu button (one with three points in a row, in the top right corner) and find a help on
Google Chrome in the menu that pops up. On the page that appears, update Chrome and restart the browser. Then open the new browser tab and go to the chrome://flags. On the page that appears, you'll see a list of experimental features that you can turn on and off. In the search box on
this page, enter the clipboard and you'll find three options: Turn on the receiver device to handle the overall clipboard function, enable common clip buffer signals to be processed, and Sync clipboard services. Install all three included in the drop menu next to each one and then restart the
browser. Include these flags in Chrome on your desktop to get started We need to include some Chrome flags on your Android device as well. Drive Chrome on it, and follow the same steps (including finding a clipboard on the flag page), and include the following settings: Turn on the
receiver device to handle the overall clipboard function, and enable common clip buffer signals to be processed. Include these two flags in the Chrome Android app, when you're done, restart the browser. It's all set now! Here's how to copy content between devices: Tabs To send browser
tabs from your desktop to Android device, just right click on the tab at the top of the screen, select Send to your devices in the context of the menu that pops up, and click on the name of your device (which will be something like OnePlus 7). Send tabs in just a couple of clicks notice will
appear on your device alerting you to the incoming tab. Click on it to open a page in your browser. You can also click the right button anywhere on the empty part of the current web page you're browsing, and find Send to your device feature there. To send the Chrome tab from your Android
device to table, click the menu button in the top right top right of the browser, then click Share and select Send to your device (which has a Chrome icon for the button) as the target. Then you need to select your desktop (or other devices synchronized with your account) and a pop-up will
appear with a link to that tab on your desktop. Click on it and it will open the page. Links To send links from any web page in the desktop browser to an Android device, just right click on the link and choose Send to their devices in the context of the menu that pops up. Select your device in
the menu and it will appear as a notification on your device. To send a link from your Android device to your desktop, click on any link to the web page and select Share in the pop-up menu. Select Send text to your devices and then choose your desktop. It will arrive as a text that is copied
to the clipboard, so you need to insert that into the address bar to open it. Text To copy the text from the web page on the desktop browser to the Android device, highlight it by clicking and drag, and then the right button to bring up the context of the menu. Select Copy on your devices and
select the target device in the list. The selected text will be available in your mobile device's clipboard, so you can insert it just like you would any other content that is in the clipboard. Copy and send text between devices using the Share sheet To copy text from Chrome to Android to your
desktop, highlight the text on the web page, and click Share to bring up the common sheet. Then click send to your devices and select the desktop in the list. The text will be copied to your desktop's clipboard, so you can insert it just like you would any other content in the clipboard. This
feature also works with other Android apps too: Just highlight any text you want to copy, click Share, choose Send text to your devices, and then select the desktop list that appears. Read next: Train to a new career in 2020 with this $14 encoding course AndroidAppsGoogle
ChromeAndroidCut, copy and paste Back in March, Google's own Francois Beaufort teased on Google that the Chromium team is working on an experimental New Tab page that will render a much better look for icons instead of sketches of your most visited websites in Chrome. The larger
icons, in this case, are a much cleaner looking replacement, although the feature has yet to roll out to the masses. But now in the latest version of Chrome Beta for Android, you can turn on this new feature just by turning on a few flags. It's pretty easy to do and only takes a few seconds. All
you have to do is enter chrome://flags/#enable-icon-ntp in your browser's search box and then make sure that the dedicated box has been switched to enabled by default. After that, find the Relaunch button which pops up at the bottom of the page and you're good to go. It should be noted
that Chrome will only display large icons if the default image of the website is large enough to use. Otherwise, you'll see icons with monochrome boxes with the first letter of the site name inside. By default, Big Icons Turn On Flags pageThe flag can be included in the Chrome stable, but I
couldn't make it work on any of my devices. This, however, works on both Chrome Beta and Dev channels, so you'll have to use one of these versions if you want to try it out. Head to the Play Store below to grab the latest version of Chrome Beta if you haven't already. Tagged:
TabletsGoogle Chrome Ever since we first saw the virtual keyboard in the Chrome OS code a couple of years ago, I've been patiently waiting for the Chromebook. Not a Chromebook convertible where I can fold the keyboard back, but a tablet running a Chrome OS with no keyboard at all if
I didn't want one attached. As Android apps started coming to Chrome it seemed inevitable, and now thanks to Acer we have a reasonably priced Chrome OS tablet without a keyboard in the box. I got exactly what I wanted, so why am I so damn unhappy with this thing? Let's take a deeper
look. Price: $345Bottom line: Google turned off a lot of things I wanted about chrome OS user interface to make this work, and it sucks. The textured spin is perfect for capturing a decent display with solid viewing angles of the fully functional USB-C Port Battery Life great speakers of me
want to cry Windowed Chrome OS UI straight went Rockchip processor struggling under load from the box, Acer has put a super simple chrome OS tablet that checks all the important boxes. This 10-inch tablet is a little thicker than the iPad, but not quite as thick as the Surface, which
means that the textured support and healthy bezel on this tablet is highly valued for one-handed use. The power and volume rocker are in the top left corner so they are to the side, and the USB-C port is at the bottom so it can be used while attached to the keyboard. In fact, the headphone
jack on top makes use of both at the same time just as convenient as you would expect. The 10-inch IPS 2048x1536 display is great for use almost anywhere. I can have it leaning on the counter and see the screen from strange angles without problems, and it gets both bright and dark
enough to use in most places. Bright reflections are not a huge problem, and the touch interface responds perfectly. As inexpensive pills go, Acer has put together something well worth using. Digging into the software is exactly what you would expect, more or less. It's Chrome OS, Android
apps and all that. It feels good to have what pretty much feels like an Android tablet in hand, but with all the functionality of a full desktop browser. It's nice to be able to grab a keyboard and write for long periods of time time without worrying about the browser not being able to handle the
image downloader the right way or having to wonder if you will be able to do something like change the name of the file on its own time. When you dive in It feels like you are using a full computer. When you play games, it seems that you are using an Android tablet. It's simple, simple, and it
works. Thanks to the Rockchip processor and the typical battery sipping character of Chrome OS, this thing gets an incredible battery life for the tablet. My 10-inch iPad Pro will help me through a little over an 8-hour day of browsing and writing and casual games, which is nice. This
Chromebook tablet got me through two full days of the same work, and the only reason it didn't get me any further than it was because I left a Bluetooth keyboard connected to it overnight so it died by morning. I'm used to the Chrome OS experience feeling a little spartan. This OS was built
to make a browser front and center that works well for many workflows these days. But chromebook Tab 10 takes that minimalist approach to extremes I don't really like. To help cope with a smaller display and usually a portable orientation, this version of Chrome OS has no home screen.
There's no button at home, no need to worry about what your desktop wallpaper is, nothing. You have the last browser tab you used and you have an app drawer. This is literal, since Chrome OS puts things like settings in the browser tab as well. There's no home screen because there are
no windows. Everything opens on full screen all the time. The ability to put your browser or app in window mode simply doesn't exist, and the Chrome flags that usually give you some control over it have been disabled. It works great in some situations, but really frustrates me in others.
Android as a tablet platform has grown to accept side-by-side and window applications, and as a user of the Android tablet, this Chrome OS tablet experience feels like a step backwards. The tablet experience for Chrome OS is just not ready to compete at the same level of Android when it
comes to multitasking, which is frustrating because this limitation feels so artificial. Unfortunately, my problems with this tablet don't end with what can be a simple software update. The speakers, microphone and cameras on this tablet are sub-par. Trying to use what should be a fully
functional tablet computer to join a video meeting proved unfortunate to all involved. The speakers just don't get loud enough, the microphone does a terrible job of picking my voice over the ambient noise, and the camera is exactly what you'd expect from a $300 PC tablet. This last point is
particularly disappointing, as one of the things this pill has been sold to schools is offering teachers a way to conduct augmented reality lessons in the classroom. Finally, a stylus. At the bottom of this tablet, there is a small stylus you can pull out and but it's really not clear for what. Chrome



OS has no special pen input functionality like Microsoft Microsoft's handwriting keyboard or the ability to take notes on a screenshot with ease. The closest thing you get is useful out of the box based on pen notes in Google Keep, which allow you to record drawings and sync them with your
phone. There's potential for the pen to be really useful in this form factor, but Acer has done nothing extra to make it obvious, and none of the really cool Pixelbook pen features are available on this tablet. There are things Acer and Google has done with the Chromebook Tab 10 that I really
like. It's a nice sturdy tablet that I can keep comfortably with one hand, and actually enjoy using both in portrait and landscape modes. But when I try to use it for more than just random media consumption devices, Google's artificial restrictions are put in place for the interface to make it less
functional than any other Chromebook or Android tablet I would otherwise achieve. On the other hand, at $350 with a $30 keyboard from Logitech, you get an incredibly portable browser with a good screen. Given the bloated price tags on the iPad, Samsung Galaxy Tab S4, and Surface
Go with their keyboards, this thing is a bargain. Here's hoping Google can sort its software out and really make it worth using for me. See Amazon $267 at Walmart Walmart
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